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＜Amusement＞
Kanagawa sightseeing charm creation conference

Nearby Sightseeing Spot

Address

Opening Hours

Availability of Parking

URL

Hakkeijima, Kanazawa-ku, Yokohama-shi, Kanagawa-ken

10:00-18:00  (Depends on the season)

Regular vehicle(￥1,300/Day)　Fees vary depending on the parking lot.

http://www.seaparadise.co.jp/english/

Group/Individual Mark

Recommended Season

Target Regions

Start Shinagawa Station

Time Required 6 hours

Goal Yokohama Station

Access

Keikyu Main Line [Shinagawa Station] +++ (33 min) +++ 
Keikyu Main Line [Gumyoji Station] …Walk (2 min) … 
Gumyouji-Temple (30 min) … Keikyu Main Line 
[Gumyoji Station] +++ (19 min) +++ Seaside Line 
[Kanazawahakkei Station]＊＊＊(7 min)＊＊＊Seaside Line 
[Hakkeijima Station] …Walk (5 min) … Yokohama 
Hakkeijima Sea Paradise (120 min) …Walk (5 min) … 
Seaside Line [Hakkeijima Station]＊＊＊(7 min)＊＊＊Keikyu 
Main Line [Kanazawahakkei Station] +++ (20 min) +++ 
Keikyu Main Line [Yokohama Station] …Walk (5 min) … 
Dining at Entertainment District (Minamisaiwai - 
Tsuruyacho area) (120 min) …Walk (5 min) … Keikyu 
Main Line [Yokohama Station]

Individual
Specific Model Route Details

A short walk from Hakkeijima Station (Seaside Line)

295

Yokohama &
Kawasaki

Yokohama City
Tourist Attraction No.

Kanazawa-Bunko Museum
The oldest samurai family 
amassed books in this library, 
the Kanazawa-bunko. It is 
designated as an important 
cultural property and 
displays statues of Buddha, 
old books, artifacts, and so 
on.

Theme Park of Sea, Islands and Creatures

Yokohama Hakkeijima
Seaparadise

Europe, North America, Oceania, Asia

All year

Group Individual

Hirobumi Ito Old Villa in Kanazawa
A pure Japanese-style 
wooden building with a 
thatched roof located inside 
Nojima Park. With views of 
Hakkeijima and the ocean, 
it’s a great place to relax with 
a cup of matcha green tea.

Explanation of
 Tourist Attraction

selling point

There are four different-theme aquariums including one of the largest aqua museums in 
Japan. There are numerous must-sees, such as the performances by dolphins. Also, as 
there are various attractions, restaurants, shopping areas, and hotels all around, you can 
enjoy staying there all day long.

You have to see the performances by the dolphins, the themes of which are different 
during the day and night! In addition, you can also enjoy interacting with the creatures of 
the sea.
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